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Message started by irish50561 on Aug 1st, 2006, 5:08pm

Title: Re: APOLOGY
Post by irish50561 on Aug 1st, 2006, 5:08pm

irish50561 wrote:
Shipmates, some time ago my wife Carol, whom I love dearly, received an offensive and insulting phone call from
some lame brain wanker who alleged he was from WA. Aparrently I posted an angry, knee jerk reply somewhere
on the internet and referred to the low life as 'Some wanker from the West" for which I don't apologise. What I will
apologise for, and most humbly is the off chance that I may have offended the other members of that great State,
Western Australia in the process. In no way was that the intention, if anyone from WA feels in anyway slighted,
please cease and desist immediately, you were never the object of my ire.
As for the wanker who treated my wife to a less than acceptable level of respect, get a life. Regards. Irish.

Title: Re: APOLOGY
nd
Post by Mick Wheeler on Aug 2 , 2006, 10:55am
Irish, no need to apoligise .
Sounds like the lame brain wanker that made the insulting phone call to your wife, if from WA is
indeed ‘some wanker from the West’.
I am sure we others in the Golden West would not construe that you meant all of us are wankers.
Just this low life [plus probably a few hundred others].
Mick deWheels, Bunbury WA

Title: Re: APOLOGY
rd
Post by Webmaster on Aug 3 , 2006, 8:31pm
Gudday Bodgie - I appreciate Membership is dear to the heart but don't think this is the forum to ask
people if they are or aren't FESR Members - it is not a prerequisite to use and enjoy these pages Thanks Ross

Title: Re: APOLOGY
th
Post by douglapham on Aug 4 , 2006, 9:16am
Ross I am sure that Dennis meant no malice by asking Mick if he was a member of the great FESR
organization. Dennis is a great secretary and only has the organization at heart. It's no different to
asking someone to join an organization. I am a long serving member of Lions International and at
times have asked some mates and others why they havent joined our organization. They use the
Lions websites
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Post by Mick Wheeler on Aug 4th, 2006, 12:44pm
Bodgie, no problems with you asking. No I am not a member of FESR. I am not a member of any
group/association these days. I was a founding Member of the Australian Computer Society in the
NT, but that has lapsed. I was also toying with joining the Western Force Rugby Club, the Hawthorn
AFL Club etc etc etc. But, alas, I haven't joined any.
I will be joining the HMAS Stuart Association when it gets off the ground [or is it the Type 12
Association?]. Apart from Stuart, I will not be taking out membership in any other group. I have a
beer occassionally at the RSL in Collie and Bunbury, but I am not a member there either, and don't
plan on joining..
I must admit, my time in the RAN, Jan67 to Dec73 was the best years of my life, but I can't
remember where I was, and when.
Mick deWheels, Bunbury WA

Title: Re: APOLOGY
th
Post by Mick Wheeler on Aug 11 , 2006, 10:52am
I too apoligise for responding to Irish's apology. I now realize that Irish was talking to 'Members' in
WA. As I am not a Member, I should learn to keep my gob shut.
Irish said " the off chance that I may have offended the other members of that great State, Western
Australia "
Mick deWheels, Bunbury WA
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Message started by sluggo on Dec 2nd, 2006, 5:19pm

Title: Vale
nd
Post by sluggo on Dec 2 , 2006, 5:19pm
Sad to say that ex Sig, Ronald (Ron) Vincent Slattery passed away on thursday night the funeral is
at 1130 on monday 4th December at Coffs Harbour,,,,condolences to his family and friends,,,
regards,,,Shep
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Message started by irish50561 on Sep 26th, 2006, 10:12pm
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Title: Re: Vale
Post by irish50561 on Sep 26th, 2006, 10:12pm
Not good news at all Bodge, always sad to hear of the passing of old comrades, may Nifty rest in
peace, Carol and I send our best wishes to his family. Regards. Irish.
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Message started by Bob Witt on Dec 14th, 2006, 8:56pm

Title: Merry Xmas
th
Post by Bob Witt on Dec 14 , 2006, 8:56pm
To Members and friends of the WA Division A Very Merry Xmas and Happy New Year, see you in
April

Title: Re: Merry Xmas
th
Post by Bodgie Sefton on Dec 15 , 2006, 2:39pm
Bob, best wishes for Xmas and the New Year to all of you in Banana Land, looking forward to
sharing a beer or two with you in Fremantle.
Beers and Cheers Bodgie. [smiley=vrolijk_1.gif] [smiley=vrolijk_1.gif] [smiley=vrolijk_1.gif]

Title: Re: Merry Xmas
Post by Cyril Doc Rice on Dec 23rd, 2006, 3:36pm
:) :) Bodgie
A beer [smiley=beer.gif]or two for Christmas would be great.
Better make that THREE.
Happy birthday mate [smiley=beer.gif] [smiley=beer.gif]

Title: Re: Merry Xmas
th
Post by sluggo on Dec 25 , 2006, 7:26am
a merry xmas to all you chaps,,,,and I will have a beer or three for everyone here,,regards,,,Shep
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